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Appendix S4

This appendix discusses our method for estimating the durations of low- and high-heterozygosity phases
from the results of our computer simulations, and analytically. Our scheme for computing the durations
of low- and high-heterozygosity phases is shown in Fig. S2A. As indicated in this figure, we consider
values of the heterozygosity smaller than0.1 to be low, and values of the heterozygosity larger than0.4
to be high (see also SectionResults in the main text).

First, we explain the method used to record the times of transitions between low- and high-heterozygosity
phases in computer simulations. Say the heterozygosity is in the high phase at timeτ = 0. We record
first the nearest point in time when the heterozygosity becomes less than0.1. Say this occurs in genera-
tion τ0. Second, we search for the last generation beforeτ0 in which the heterozygosity has a value larger
than or equal to0.25 (the middle point between0.1 and0.4). Say this happens in generationτ1 < τ0.
We takeτ1 to be the time of transition from the high- to the low-heterozygosity phase. The transitions
from the low to the high phase are recorded using a similar scheme. The resulting average durations of
the high- and low-heterozygosity phase,Thigh andTlow, depend on the degree of multiple paternity in the
population, that is on the number of available mates,s. For different values ofs, the durations of high-
and low-heterozygosity phases, relative to their corresponding values fors = 1 (computed as explained
above) are shown as symbols in Fig. S2B, D, andF. For comparison, we show in Fig. S2C, E, andG the
corresponding steady-state heterozygosities relative totheir values fors = 1.

Second, we briefly explain how to estimateTlow andThigh analytically. The heterozygosity can
switch from the low to the high phase if new genetic material comes to the population, and if this material
is not lost due to random genetic drift. Recall that, in our model, migration is the only process bringing
new genetic material to islands. However, some migrations bring genetic material that already exists in a
given island population (but note that whenH(0) = 1, then the first island receives new genetic material
with each migration). Yet, it is possible to estimate the effective successful migration rate per allele per
generation,m(i)

e , at a given distancei from the mainland by using our analytical results derived for the
steady-state heterozygosity in islandi, namelyH(i). Here, the term ‘successful’ implies that migrants
bring new genetic material to the population. Note that under the assumption that a new allelic type is
introduced to the population at distancei from the mainland at ratem(i)

e per allele per generation, the
steady-state heterozygosity is computed as

H(i) =
4m

(i)
e Ne

1 + 4m
(i)
e Ne

, (S29)

where2m(i)
e Ne is the total number of new allelic types introduced in the population per generation (this

expression is analogous to the usual expression for the heterozygosity which involves the scaled mutation
rate, see Eq. (S10) inAppendix S1). In the casem(i)

e Ne ≪ 1 it follows that typically every(2m(i)
e Ne)

−1

generations, one mother comes to an island carrying a new allele. Furthermore, it is known [1] that a
large haploid population with effective size2Ne spends on average2/Ne generations in the state with
this allele having the frequencyNe before fixation occurs. It follows that the typical waiting time for
such a successful establishment of new genetic material in islandi is equal to(4m(i)

e )−1. This estimate
agrees well with the results of our computer simulations (results not shown).

We now explain how to estimate analytically the average duration of the high-heterozygosity phase,
Thigh. In the case of rare income of new allelic types to islandi, m(i)

e Ne ≪ 1, the island population at
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a given locus typically has at most2 alleles. Thus,Thigh can be approximated by the time that a locus
with two alleles in a Wright-Fisher population ofNe diploid individuals needs to reach fixation. Note
that under the conditionm(i)

e Ne ≪ 1, fixation occurs typically much before new genetic materialarrives
to the population. The number of generations,τloss, until fixation in a diploid population at a locus with
two alleles is [2]

τloss(f0) ≈ −4Ne[f0 ln(f0) + (1− f0) ln(1− f0)] . (S30)

Heref0 is the initial frequency of a given allelic type. For a given value of the number of available mates,
s, we computeThigh upon integrating Eq. (S30) fromf0 = 0.1 to f0 = 0.9. The integral boundaries
correspond to the value of heterozygosity≈ 0.2, which is close to the value of0.25 in the method used
for determining the transition time between the low and the high phase. We note that Eq. (S30) results
in underestimated time of fixation if the rate of income of newgenetic material is not too small. This
is confirmed by the results shown in Fig. S2B, D, andF. Note that the solid lines in Fig. S2B, andC
correspond to the lines in Fig. 5B, andC (respectively) in the main text.
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